Aloha from Hawaii Everyone,
We are now in our second month! At the right you can see the
progress that we have made during the month of October. We
went from 31 to 49 applicants/candidates. It is a substantial
increase considering that we are not doing any advertising
whatsoever.
Last month I wrote to inform you that an official announcement
was forthcoming. Well, as you may have deduced, it is still
forthcoming. That said … the BFD has been very busy this
month due to various events that have taken place. I am
hopeful that during our yearly BFD representative meeting this
coming weekend that we will finalize this official announcement.
“Why is it so important” you might ask?
The official letter will put the “stamp” of approval on the
painstaking efforts that have gone into this noble endeavor.
That is, being recognized as a bona fide activity of the
Unification Church will provide the credential we feel requisite
in order to advertise comfortably via such media as the
Unification News and the FFWPU site. This acknowledgement
further attests that the whole process of producing and
maintaining this heavenly tool is being done by people who are
serious about meeting the difficult standards of UC authenticity.

Stats as of November 30, 2010
Description

Sub-Totals

F
M
Blank
Bahamas
Canada
Congo
Italy
Japan
Moldova
Netherlands
South-Korea
United Kingdom

31
18
1
1
1
6
1
1
1
1
2
1

United States

33

1st Gen, no children
1st Gen, w/children
Jacob Children
Associate Member
Registered only

23
13
12
1
6

Applicant

40

Totals
49

49

49

49

3
Note: Even though we have increased our registry by 18 people, Candidate
we have not increased the number of candidates accordingly. That is not because applicants are not qualified to
become candidates. It is primarily due to the fact that we all have busy schedules.
Based on our positive experiences and feedback so far, there is little doubt that as people become aware they will utilize
this online system to more quickly and efficiently process applications for our precious 1st generation members, Jacob
Children, and Associate Members. Applicants, it is your job to stimulate your matching advisor and BFD representative
to insure completion of the paperwork on your behalf. Matching advisors and BFD representatives have many
applicants to think about, whereas you have only one key person to consider, yourself.
The first thing you need to do is get the list of all the requirements. These criteria are available on the FFWPU site in the
Blessed Family Department section. Then go one item at a time and make it happen. Some of you are frustrated
because you have done this kind of paperwork in the past but nothing resulted from your effort. If you have a copy of
your file, you don’t need to redo everything; you just need to update your information. Please do not be discouraged
because you are near the finish line, so please don’t give up now.
It is the firm objective of our team that by 2013 all those who can be blessed … will be blessed! Additionally, please
don’t hesitate to contact me personally with any request or special need.
That is all for now,
Sincerely,
Anne-Marie Mylar
Matching Advisor, BFD – USA www.cheon-il-guk.org

